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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to assess the possibility of using vitreous calcium aluminosilicate (VCAS) as a
supplementary cementitious material in the production of Portland cement mortars. The calcium
hydroxide consumption by VCAS is assessed by two different methods: firstly, a classical method based
on thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and, secondly, pH and electrical conductivity measurements of
calcium hydroxide/VCAS suspensions with excess calcium hydroxide. Evidence of pozzolanic reactivity
of VCAS is revealed in hydrated lime pastes, and low reactivity was observed in aqueous suspensions.
The reactivity of VCAS is also assessed by means of TGA of VCAS/OPC pastes and by means of the
mechanical strength development of Portland cement mortars, with VCAS replacement percentages in the
range of 10–30%. The results obtained show that pozzolanic and hydraulic reactions take place in OPC
systems. VCAS can be used as a supplementary cementitious material by replacing OPC at levels of 10–
30% by mass.

Keywords: VCAS, pozzolanic reactivity, hydraulic reactivity, thermogravimetric analysis, pH and
electrical conductivity measurements, compressive strength.

1. Introduction
The use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) in the construction industry is an
environmentally friendly practice that has been extended in the last decades. Such materials can enhance
the mechanical strength and durability aspects of mortars and concretes. In most cases, SCMs are mainly
industrial and agroindustrial waste materials that, besides technical benefits for concrete, also present
environmental and economic advantages.

It is well known that the production of Portland cement clinker is an industrial activity that requires high
energy consumption and huge amounts of raw materials. In addition, this activity is very contaminating:
the production of 1 ton of ordinary Portland cement with 95% of clinker (OPC) is associated with the
emission of approximately 0.8 tonne of CO2 to the atmosphere [1]. Hence, the use of SCMs to replace
OPC in percentages of 5–40% can significantly reduce the CO2 emissions associated with Portland
cement production and, depending on its reactivity, a high degree of valorization can be associated with a
waste material [2].

SCMs are inorganic materials that, when finely divided, can be added to Portland cement mortars and/or
concretes, enhancing their mechanical and durability properties [3]. The most widely employed SCMs are
fly ash, silica fume, blast furnace slag and metakaolin [4–6]. Some SCMs (e.g. fly ash, silica fume)
present pozzolanic activity due to the reaction of amorphous silica and alumina towards calcium
hydroxide: these are known as pozzolans; and some SCMs present hydraulic behaviour (e.g. blast furnace
slag) because of the presence of anhydrous calcium silicate compounds that hydrate in an alkaline
environment. Otherwise, several industrial/agroindustrial wastes such as rice husk ash [7], ceramic wastes
[8], fluid catalytic cracking catalyst residue [9] and sugarcane bagasse ash [10–12] have also been
investigated for this purpose.

During the production of glass fibre, a waste material is generated: glass fibre waste. After a fusion
process of this waste (with the addition of selected quantities of different chemicals), a vitreous calcium
aluminosilicate (VCAS) material is obtained. According to Hemmings et al. [13], the glass fibre industry
generates about 200,000 tons of waste per year. VCAS is a waste material based on the ternary system

CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 and its use as SCM for concrete and mortars was patented in 2004 by Hemmings et al.
[13].

Since then, only a few references related to the use of this material in blended mortars and concretes can
be found. The first reference was published in 2008 [14], where the authors assessed VCAS blended
concretes in fresh and hardened states. The main conclusion of the authors was that VCAS improved the
workability of the concrete. In 2009, Neithalath et al. [15] compared the use of VCAS and silica fume,
showing that VCAS starts to react with calcium hydroxide only after 7 days curing time, while silica
fume reacts from the first days of curing.

Another application for VCAS was proposed by Tashima et al. [16], where VCAS was used as raw
material in the production of alkali-activated binders. On this subject, the authors have so far published
three papers related to a new field for the application of VCAS, obtaining very interesting results [16–18].

Due to the lack of references related to the use of VCAS as a pozzolanic material, the aim of this paper is
to assess in depth its reactivity using different experimental techniques. The pozzolanic reactivity of
VCAS is evaluated using both calcium hydroxide/VCAS and Portland cement/VCAS systems. The fixed
portlandite was assessed using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for pastes of calcium hydroxide/VCAS
and Portland cement/VCAS pastes. A new method proposed by Tashima et al. [19] to assess the
pozzolanic reactivity by means of pH and electrical conductivity measurements of hydrated
lime:pozzolan suspensions is used to compare the obtained data to the thermogravimetric analysis results.
Finally, the compressive strength of Portland cement mortars with different percentages of VCAS (10, 20
and 30%) replacing OPC is assessed for mortars cured for 28 days at room temperature and, the porosity
of selected samples is performed using the mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) technique.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Calcium hydroxide (purity of 95%) supplied by Panreac S.A. was used in the preparation of both calcium
hydroxide/VCAS pastes and hydrated lime:VCAS suspensions. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) type I
CEM 52.5R from Lafarge (Puerto de Sagunto, Spain) was used both for thermogravimetric analysis of the

Portland cement/VCAS pastes and in the production of mortars. In addition, a siliceous sand with a
fineness modulus of 4.1 and specific gravity of 2680 kg/m3 was used in the production of VCAS blended
mortars (binder:sand ratio of 1:3 and water:binder ratio of 0.5, the binder being the sum of the OPC and
VCAS). The vitreous calcium aluminosilicate (VCAS), supplied by Vitrominerals, presented a mean
particle diameter of about 12 µm, and an irregular shape morphology with a dense–compact structure
[16]. Table 1 shows the chemical composition for both OPC and VCAS, determined by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF).

Table 1. Chemical composition of VCAS and OPC (wt%).
SiO2

Al2O3

VCAS

57.90

12.92

23.51

0.74

2.88

OPC

20.80

4.60

65.60

0.07

1.20

CaO

Na2O

MgO

K2O

Fe2O3

others

LOI

0.13

0.47

1.20

0.25

1.00

4.80

-

2.02

The X-ray diffraction pattern of VCAS, determined using a Philips PW1710 diffractometer with Cu-Kα
wavelength and 40 kV and 20 mA, is depicted in Figure 1. The deviation on the baseline in the range 2θ =
15–30° can be assigned to its amorphous phase content. A small presence of quartz (PDFcard #461045) as
impurity is detected in the X-ray diffraction pattern of VCAS.

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of VCAS: Q – quartz (PDFcard #461045).

Other materials such as deionized water, Erlenmeyer flasks of 100 mL and plastic film were necessary for
the analysis of pozzolanic reactivity using the pH and electrical conductivity method [19].

2.2. Equipment
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out using a TGA 850 thermo-balance (Mettler Toledo). The tests
were performed using 100 µL aluminium crucibles, with a pinholed lid, using a nitrogen flow of 75
mL/min. Samples were heated in the temperature range of 35–600 °C at a 10 °C/min heating rate.
Samples from pastes were obtained by grinding with acetone, filtering, and the resulting solid was heated
in a laboratory oven at 60 ºC for 30 min. Powders were stored in Eppendorf safe-lock tubes until TGA
tests were performed.

A shaking water bath JULABO – SW22 working in the temperature range 20–99.9 °C, a pH meter Crison
micro pH 2001 and an electrical conductivimeter Crison micro CM 2201 were used for the determination
of the pozzolanic reactivity by means of pH and electrical conductivity measurements according to the
procedures described by Tashima et al. [19].

Mechanical strength tests of mortars were performed using a universal test machine following the
procedures described in UNE-EN 196-1. The compressive strength value for each mixture was the
average of six specimens.

The porosity of mortars was assessed on AutoPore IV 9500 porosimeter of Micrometrics Instrument
Corporation with a range of pressures between 13.782 Pa and 227.4 MPa. Mortar samples were evaluated
using mercury at a pressure up to 0.21 MPa in the low pressure port, and at 227.4 MPa in the high
pressure port.

3. Results and discussion
This section is divided into two parts in order to facilitate the analysis of the obtained data related to the
pozzolanic reactivity of VCAS. The first part is related to the assessment of pozzolanic activity of VCAS

based on calcium hydroxide/VCAS systems and the second part is related to Portland cement/VCAS
systems.

3.1. Studies on calcium hydroxide/VCAS systems
3.1.1. Thermogravimetric analysis studies
The use of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on calcium hydroxide/pozzolan pastes is one of the most
commonly used instrumental techniques to assess the pozzolanic reactivity of materials [20–21]. This
technique is based on the Ca(OH)2 consumption by the pozzolanic reaction for different curing times:
acidic oxides in pozzolan (SiO2, Al2O3) react towards calcium hydroxide to form cementitious
compounds (calcium silicate hydrates C-S-H, calcium aluminate hydrates C-A-H and calcium
aluminosilicate hydrates C-A-S-H). For this purpose, the fixed calcium hydroxide can be expressed using
the following equation [21]:

fixed Ca(OH)2 (%) =

CH0 −CHP
CH0

∗ 100

(Eq. 1)

where CHo is the initial amount of calcium hydroxide in the mixture and CHp is the remaining amount of
calcium hydroxide after a given curing age, which was calculated from the TG curve of the cured paste.

The amount of calcium hydroxide (CHp) remaining in the paste can be calculated using Equation 2. It is
well known that the mass loss in the thermogravimetric curve is associated with the dehydroxylation of
calcium hydroxide according to Equation 3:

CHP =

H

MrH

∗ MrCH

(Eq. 2)

where:
H is the mass loss associated with the dehydroxylation of calcium hydroxide; MrH is the molecular mass
of water and MrCH is the molecular mass of calcium hydroxide.

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

(Eq. 3)

In order to assess the pozzolanic reactivity of VCAS, pastes with three different calcium
hydroxide/VCAS proportions (2:1; 1:1; 1:2 by mass) and with a constant water/binder ratio of 0.8 (where
the binder is the sum of calcium hydroxide and VCAS) were cured at room temperature and tested after 3,
7, 14, 28 and 90 curing days.

Table 2 shows the fixed Ca(OH)2 for different curing times. The percentage of Ca(OH)2 consumption is
increased with the curing time for all calcium hydroxide/VCAS proportions. It indicates that the
pozzolanic reaction occurs not only for early, but also, for long curing times. After 90 days of curing, the
obtained values for fixed Ca(OH)2 are 65.1, 81.5 and 92.9% for 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 calcium hydroxide/VCAS
proportions, respectively. Comparing these values with fixed Ca(OH)2 after 3 days of curing, a very
significant increment for all proportions (2:1, 1:1 and 1:2) are yielded: 380, 295 and 242%, respectively.

Table 2. Fixed Ca(OH)2 in percentage for different calcium hydroxide/VCAS proportions and for several
curing times.

2:1
1:1
1:2

3 days
17.1
27.6
38.3

Fixed Ca(OH)2 (%)
7 days 14 days 28 days
24.1
41.7
53.2
41.5
51.8
64.1
53.9
66.5
83.5

90 days
65.1
81.5
92.9

In order to compare the obtained data with well-known pozzolanic materials reported in the literature, the
fixed Ca(OH)2 for mixes with different VCAS content (%VCAS) after 28 days curing was determined
adjusting experimental data to a linear fitting curve (Fixed Ca(OH)2 = 22.37 + 0.89 * %VCAS, R2= 0.95).
Extrapolating the obtained data from fitting curve, it is possible to compare the pozzolanic reactivity of
VCAS with others pozzolans. According to the fitting curve, for 30% of VCAS, the fixed Ca(OH)2 after
28 days of curing is about 49%, similar to the experimental data obtained for 33% of VCAS (2:1 calcium
hydroxide/VCAS) that yielded about 53% of fixed Ca(OH)2.

In a specific study about calcium hydroxide/fly ash pastes with 30% of fly ash, the fixed Ca(OH)2 was
about 26% after 28 days of curing [22]. As can be observed, fly ash is a material with lower pozzolanic
reactivity than VCAS after 28 days of curing.

Comparing the reactivity of VCAS with high reactive pozzolans such as FC3R and metakaolin (high
reactive Al2O3-SiO2 based pozzolanic materials) for the same proportion (30%), the fixed Ca(OH)2 after
28 days of curing for these pozzolans are higher than 95% [21]. Despite the relatively high percentage of
calcium in its composition, VCAS is a SCM with interesting pozzolanic activity.

The amount of Ca(OH)2 combined per gram of VCAS is also given in Table 3. This ratio Ψ,
gCa(OH)2/gVCAS, was higher for the 2:1 system due to the availability of calcium hydroxide being the
highest: thus, for 90 days of curing, this ratio was 1.30. When the calcium hydroxide is nearly 100%
reacted (1:2 Ca(OH)2/VCAS ratio, 90 days), the amount of Ca(OH)2 fixed per gram of VCAS is only
0.46. This means that the Ca/(Al+Si) ratio in the pozzolanic reaction products will be different depending
on the quantity of Ca(OH)2 available in the medium.

Table 3. Relative mass of Ca(OH)2 combined per gram of VCAS (gCa(OH)2/gVCAS, Ψ) in calcium
hydroxide/VCAS pastes.

2:1
1:1
1:2

3 days
0.34
0.28
0.19

Relative mass of Ca(OH)2 - Ψ
7 days 14 days 28 days 90 days
0.48
0.83
1.06
1.30
0.41
0.52
0.64
0.81
0.27
0.33
0.42
0.46

Hence, according to the analysis performed, VCAS can be considered as a pozzolanic material with a
higher reactivity than fly ash, but with lower reactivity than is found for highly reactive pozzolans such as
metakaolin and FC3R.

Figure 2 shows the DTG curves of calcium hydroxide/VCAS pastes cured for 28 days. The main hydrated
product formed due to the pozzolanic reaction is the C-S-H gel that is represented by the peak centred at
120 °C in the derivative curve. The peak centred at 210 °C is related to the decomposition of calcium
aluminate hydrates and calcium aluminosilicate hydrates formed due to the presence of reactive Al2O3 in
the composition of VCAS. The peak centred at 550 °C is related to the dehydroxylation of non-reacted
Ca(OH)2 in the pastes.

Figure 2. DTG curves for calcium hydroxide/VCAS pastes with different proportions (2:1, 1:1, 1:2),
cured for 28 days.

3.1.2. pH and electrical conductivity studies on pastes
The pozzolanic reaction was also monitored by means of pH and electrical conductivity measurements
according to the method proposed by Tashima et al. [19]. According to this method, different
Ca(OH)2:pozzolan proportions (2:8; 2.5:7.5; 3:7; 3.5:6.5; 4:6; 4.5:5.5) should be tested during 7 days at
40, 50 and 60 °C.

In this method, two main contributions to the pH and electrical conductivity of the liquid medium may be
considered: on the one hand, the calcium and hydroxyl ions from the partial solubilization of calcium
hydroxide (remember that this salt is not very soluble in water); and, on the other hand, the ions released
by the partial dissolution of pozzolan (usually the quantity of ions released is very low). During the
reaction, the main process that affects the presence of ions in the aqueous medium is the pozzolanic

reaction, reducing the concentration of calcium and hydroxyl ions. If solid Ca(OH)2 is still present in the
suspension, it dissolves in order to saturate the solution; if not, the concentration of calcium and hydroxyl
ions decreases, and then there is a corresponding decrease in the pH and electrical conductivity. The
results obtained are expressed as loss of conductivity (Lc(%)t) versus time (hours). It is important to state
that just [OH-] values were used as the confirming parameter of the pozzolanic reaction since variations in
the electrical conductivity values are easily detected [19]. Hence, the Lc(%)t values are obtained through
the following Equations 4 and 5:

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 (%)t =

𝐶𝐶0 −𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑐𝑐
𝐶𝐶0

∗ 100

𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑐𝑐 = 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(Eq. 4)

(Eq. 5)

where:
Co is the electrical conductivity of the calcium hydroxide suspension before addition of the pozzolan;
Ct is the electrical conductivity measured after t hours of reaction;
Ct,poz is the electrical conductivity released by the pozzolan after t hours of reaction;
Ct,c is the electrical conductivity corrected by the release of ions from the pozzolan after t hours of
reaction.

Suspensions with an Lc(%) value above 30% indicate the unsaturation of the suspension and, in this case,
the time required for getting calcium hydroxide unsaturation in the suspension (tuns) was calculated based
on the Lc(%) for all testing temperatures.

Figure 3 depicts the Lc(%) values for the different proportions of Ca(OH)2:VCAS tested at 40 °C during
7 days. It can be noted that only the proportion 2:8 was able to become unsaturated after 7 days of the test
(the tuns value for 40 ºC was 120 hours). For all other proportions, the Lc(%) is approximately constant
during the testing period. This behaviour can be explained due to the high amount of CaO (about 23%) in
the VCAS composition, a fact that reduces the consumption of calcium hydroxide by the pozzolan.

Figure 3. Loss of electrical conductivity for Ca(OH)2:VCAS suspensions at 40 °C, during 7 days.

Comparing the reactivity of VCAS with other pozzolanic materials, in the Figure 4 is depicted the loss of
electrical conductivity for Ca(OH)2:pozzolan suspensions of both rice husk ash and densified silica fume
for two different proportions: 2:8 and 2.5:7.5. The reactivity of siliceous pozzolans (high and low
densified silica fume, DSF-H and DSF-L; amorphous and crystalline rice husk ash, RHA-A and RHA-C)
was previously reported [19]. The amorphous rice husk ash (RHA-A) and low densified silica fume
(DSF-L) are high reactive pozzolans yielding the unsaturation for both suspensions (Figure 4a and Figure
4b). High densified silica fume (DSF-H) and VCAS are able to unsaturate only the suspension 2:8, while
the crystalline rice husk ash (RHA-C) was not able to unsaturate any suspension, indicating its low
pozzolanic reactivity. Hence, VCAS present a pozzolanic behaviour between DSF-H and RHA-C.

Figure 4. Comparative analysis of loss of electrical conductivity: a) 2:8 suspensions; b) 2.5:7.5
suspensions.

In order to study the influence of temperature on the pozzolanic reaction, the same test was performed at
50 and 60 °C for VCAS, and the loss of conductivity versus time is depicted in Figure 5a and Figure 5b,
respectively. The increment on the testing temperature reduces the unsaturation time for suspension 2:8
(tuns values were 93 and 88 hours for 50 and 60 ºC, respectively). However, any more suspension was
unsaturated for these testing temperatures.

Figure 5. Loss of electrical conductivity for Ca(OH)2:VCAS suspensions during 7 days at: a) 50 °C; b) 60
ºC.

Hence, based on the results obtained of Lc(%) values for suspensions tested at 40, 50 and 60 °C and using
the criteria for the classification of pozzolanic materials proposed by Tashima et al. [19] that is based on
the unsaturation of Ca(OH)2:pozzolan suspensions, VCAS should be considered a pozzolanic material
with low reactivity, similar to DSF-H and RHA-C.

3.2. Portland cement/VCAS systems
3.2.1. Thermogravimetric analysis studies
The pozzolanic activity of VCAS in Portland cement system was assessed for 28 days curing time in
pastes prepared with a water/binder ratio of 0.5 and with different percentages of VCAS partially
replacing OPC (10, 20 and 30%, by mass).

The fixed Ca(OH)2 in Portland cement/VCAS systems is calculated according to Eq. 6, which takes into
account the percentage of pozzolan replacing Portland cement:

fixed Ca(OH)2 (%) =

(CHC ×C% )−CHP
(CHC ×C% )

∗ 100

(Eq. 6)

where:
CHC is the amount of calcium hydroxide in the control paste (only cement) for a given curing age;
CHP is the amount of calcium hydroxide in the pozzolan blended paste for the same curing age as the
control paste;
C% is the proportion of OPC in the blended paste (0.9, 0.8 and 0.7 for 10, 20 and 30% replacing
percentages, respectively).

In Table 4 are presented all data related to the thermogravimetric analysis: (percentages of water released
due to calcium hydroxide decomposition) and C% and fixed Ca(OH)2 after 28 days of curing. Using Eq. 6
to calculate the fixed Ca(OH)2 for pastes cured for 28 days, it can be observed that Portland cement pastes
with 10, 20 and 30% of VCAS fixed 5.9%, 18.2% and 13.9%, respectively.

Table 4. Amount of calcium hydroxide (expressed as percentage of water released in thermogravimetric
analysis) in both control and VCAS blended pastes, proportion of OPC (C% in VCAS pastes) and
percentage of fixed Ca(OH)2 after 28 days of curing.

CH

C%

Fixed Ca(OH)2 (%)

control

3.63

-

-

10%VCAS

3.08

0.90

5.9

20%VCAS

2.38

0.80

18.2

30%VCAS

2.19

0.70

13.9

Comparing the results to the literature, Antiohos et al. [23] obtained a fixed Ca(OH)2 in the range 5-7%
for replacement levels of 20% of both high and low calcium fly ashes. Weerdt et al. [24] presented TGA
study that allows to calculate the fixed Ca(OH)2 for fly ash. In this case, a negative value (-3.3%) of fixed
Ca(OH)2 after 28 days of curing was obtained and, after 90 days, this value is increased to 14.9%.

Figure 6 shows the DTG curves for Portland cement/VCAS pastes after 28 curing days. Similar to the
results obtained for calcium hydroxide/VCAS pastes, the main process observed in the DTG curves is the
dehydration of C-S-H gel, which is represented by a peak in the range 100–180 °C. In this case, the
presence of a second peak overlapped with the C-S-H gel peak can be observed. This may be associated
with the dehydration of ettringite [25]. The mass loss in the range 35–250 ºC was very similar for all the
studied samples. Although the pozzolanic contribution of VCAS is not too high, the amount of hydrates
found for VCAS-containing pastes was very similar to that found in the control paste: this suggests that a
hydraulic contribution from VCAS took place in the hydration of the VCAS/OPC mix.

For the OPC paste, a peak centred at 210 ºC is observed. This may be associated with the dehydration of
calcium aluminate hydrates and calcium aluminosilicate hydrates formed during Portland cement
hydration. For Portland cement/VCAS pastes, the peak centred at 210 ºC was slightly greater with respect
to the control paste, which is attributed to the pozzolanic and hydraulic reactions.

Figure 6. DTG curves for Portland cement/VCAS pastes with different replacements (0, 10, 20 and 30%)
after 28 days curing time.

3.2.2. Compressive strength of mortars
The behaviour of VCAS replacing OPC in blended mortars was also evaluated. The data obtained for the
compressive strength of blended mortars (0, 10, 20 and 30% of VCAS) cured at room temperature after
28 curing days are: 51.2±1.8 MPa, 49.0±1.8 MPa, 49.0±1.2 MPa and 48.7±0.9 MPa, respectively.

As can be observed, all the blended mortars assessed present about 50 MPa for compressive strength, a
value slightly lower than that obtained for the control mortar. These results are very interesting since the
blended mortars presented a significant reduction in the Portland cement consumption (up to 30%, by
mass) and, consequently, a reduction in the greenhouse gas emissions related to this new blended cement.
From the mechanical strength point of view, the results obtained are also very significant and they can be
expressed using the following Eq. 7:

CSI =

Rpoz
Rc

(Eq. 7)

where:
CSI is the compressive strength index;
Rpoz is the compressive strength for the blended mortar.
Rc is the compressive strength for the control mortar;

For all the assessed mortars, the obtained CSI is about 0.95, independently of the percentage of VCAS:
0.96, 0.96 and 0.95 for 10%, 20% and 30% of VCAS, respectively. In the literature, on the one hand, it
can be found that a highly reactive pozzolanic material such as silica fume presented a CSI similar to or
even slightly higher than unity. For that case, the amount of silica fume replacing OPC was in the range
of 5–15%, by mass [26]. For the VCAS blended mortars studied here, the amount of VCAS replacing
OPC can reach 30% without a significant reduction in the compressive strength value, indicating a good
mechanical contribution from this supplementary cementitious material.

On the other hand, comparing VCAS with fly ash, a pozzolanic material that can be used to replace OPC
in high percentages, it can be observed that fly ash blended mortars present a significant reduction in the
CSI, from 0.73–0.90, depending on the amount of fly ash, 10–25% [27]. Nevertheless, VCAS blended
mortars do not present any significant reduction for the compressive strength index, even using a high
percentage of VCAS replacing OPC.

In terms of cementing efficiency (k-factor), two approaches are made based respectively on Bolomey´s
and Abrams´ models. The k-factor values have been calculated for VCAS in the 10–30% replacing range
for mortars. Rao [27] analyzed the behaviour of compressive strength in Portland cement mortars, and he
proposed empirical model expressions to predict the compressive strength dependence in terms of the
water/cement (w/c) ratio. The first expression proposed by Rao [28] was as shown in Eq. 8:

1

𝜎𝜎 = 𝑎𝑎 � 𝑤𝑤 + 𝑏𝑏�

(Eq. 8)

𝑐𝑐

where σ is the compressive strength, a and b are two constants (which can be calculated from
compressive strength values for mortars with different w/c ratios). Constants were calculated for the OPC
used in this research: a=23.286 MPa and b=0.2010 MPa. For VCAS blended mortars, and taking into
account the cementing efficiency factor (k) for the SCM used, Eq. 8 is transformed into Eq. 9 as follows:

𝜎𝜎 = 𝑎𝑎 �

1

𝑤𝑤
𝑐𝑐+𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

+ 𝑏𝑏�

(Eq. 9)

where p is the amount of VCAS. From Eq. 9, k can be calculated as follows (Eq. 10):

𝑘𝑘 =

𝜎𝜎

�𝑎𝑎−𝑏𝑏�𝑤𝑤−𝑐𝑐
𝑝𝑝

(Eq. 10)

The calculated k-values for VCAS were 0.51, 0.75 and 0.82 for 10, 20 and 30% replacement percentages,
respectively. The most interesting fact is the increase of k-values with increase of the replacing
percentage, which suggests that the reduction in the amount of Portland cement does not affect the
reactivity of VCAS, probably due to its hydraulic contribution and moreover its pozzolanic role.
These values obtained for mortars cured for 28 days were significantly higher than those found for fly
ash, and slightly lower than those found for silica fume. Antiohos et al. [23] obtained k-values of 0.88 and
0.78 for fly ash replacement of 20 and 30%, respectively. Papadakis et al. [29] obtained for 28 days of
curing k-values lower than 0.3 for natural pozzolans and 1.1 for a high calcium fly ash (14.8% CaO).
The k-values were also calculated using the second expression proposed by Rao [28] (Eq. 11):
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For OPC replaced mortars, this expression can be rewritten as follows (Eq. 12):
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where α and β are constants, which can be calculated in the same way as “a” and “b” for the first model.
In our case, α=27.089 MPa and β=0.9193.

The k-values can be calculated from Eq. 11 according to Eq. 13:
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For this model, the k-values obtained were 0.52, 0.76 and 0.82 for 10, 20 and 30% replacing percentages,
respectively. These values follow the same trend as before and are very similar.

3.2.3. Porosity studies
The effect of VCAS on the OPC matrix was studied by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The control
OPC mortar (0% replacement) and mortar containing 30% VCAS were selected for these studies.

Figure 7 shows the pore distributions obtained from MIP tests on mortar samples cured for 28 days. The
relative content in gel pores (<10nm) was very similar in both mortars, suggesting that in the studied
conditions, the pore refinement due to the reactivity of VCAS does not modify the gel pore structure.
However, the presence of VCAS reduced the content of large capillary pores (100–1000 nm) and
increased the medium capillary pores (10–100 nm), suggesting that the reaction products due to VCAS
evolution in the presence of OPC modify notably the size of capillary pores. This behaviour could have
interesting advantages in terms of durability (permeability properties). Additionally, the total porosity
measured for 30%-VCAS mortar (9.66%) was significantly lower than that observed for OPC mortar
(12.20%). This means that, although the relative content in gel pores did not differ between the two
mortars, the absolute volume percentage for this type of pores is different when comparing the two

mortars. Thus, the behaviour related to shrinkage and creep will be more favorable for systems containing
VCAS.

Figure 7. Porosity distribution for OPC and 30% VCAS mortars.

4. Conclusions
A waste material from the glass fibre industry, by means of a further fusion process, has been transformed
into an supplementary cementitious material (SCM) for use in OPC blends. Different techniques were
used in order to assess the reactivity of VCAS. Thermogravimetric analysis of calcium hydroxide/VCAS
pastes demonstrated that VCAS possesses significant pozzolanic properties, and that, depending on the
mix proportion, the amount of fixed calcium hydroxide per gram of VCAS is increased with curing time
and that this value can vary in the range 0.46–1.30 after 90 days curing time.

From pH and electrical conductivity measurements, it can be observed that the pozzolanic reaction rate of
VCAS is slow. Even when the test was performed at 60 ºC, only the 2:8 suspension reached unsaturation.
This fact can be explained by the presence of CaO in the chemical composition of VCAS, which reduces
the requirement for calcium hydroxide. This behaviour demonstrated that VCAS could present a
hydraulic contribution when mixed with OPC.

Thermogravimetric analysis of Portland cement/VCAS pastes showed that hydrated products formed in
the reaction are mainly C-S-H gel and calcium aluminosilicate hydrates. The reactivity of VCAS
produced a very limited pozzolanic contribution (5–18% of fixed calcium hydroxide), while its hydraulic
activity yielded cementing products.

Finally, the use of VCAS in the production of blended mortars presented very interesting results in terms
of compressive strength. The replacement of OPC by VCAS in the range of 10–30% produced a similar
compressive strength to the control mortar after 28 curing days. The cementing efficiency (k-value) was
calculated for VCAS in OPC blended mortars using two models. Similar k-values were obtained in both
models. The k-values found were in the range of 0.51–0.82, suggesting that VCAS presented a reactivity
higher than is usually found for fly ashes, and lower than that found for silica fume. The increase of the kvalue for VCAS in the highest replacement percentage (30%) becomes very interesting because the
reduction in portlandite content from the hydration of OPC does not significantly affect the cementing
role of VCAS.

The effect of VCAS in OPC systems is positive in microstructural terms, because the total porosity and
the large capillary pores were decreased compared to the behaviour of plain OPC.
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